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Abstract
The objective of this article is to present a metaphor concerning the terminology of open innovation. This
metaphor will help both academics and practitioners in getting a deeper understanding of the terms and their
relationships in this emerging field. An electrical circuit is used as the metaphor. In it, the following open
innovation terms are included: inbound open innovation, outbound open innovation, sequential coherence,
dynamic innovation capabilities, knowledge flow, absorptive capacity, organizational inertia, and innovation
performance. A corresponding term for each one of these open innovation terms is given in the metaphor. Within
an organization, open innovation involves the internal exploration of external knowledge and external
exploitation of internal knowledge. Open innovation is gaining wide attention of researchers as it impacts
innovation performance of organizations. Systematic metaphor analysis is a qualitative research method. A
metaphor is an implicit comparison in which a word or phrase that originally denotes a certain object or concept
is applied to another. Time tested relationships among variables in the metaphor of electric circuit offer new
insights in the domain of open innovation.
Keywords: inbound open innovation, outbound open innovation, sequential coherence, dynamic innovation
capabilities, knowledge flow, absorptive capacity, organizational inertia, and innovation performance
1. Introduction
Open innovation is emerging as an increasingly important paradigm for technological innovation success (Kim
et al., 2016). Openness has become a trend in innovation management (Lopez & Carvalho, 2018). Openness of
firms across the world enabled the mankind to fight against the deadly COVID 19 pandemic by leveraging
human and physical capital fast (Chesbrough, 2020). Business firms of all sizes and in diverse industry sectors
are increasingly engaging in open innovation to promote innovations (Yapa & Senathiraja, 2017). Although the
practices of open innovation and related academic discussions existed before, it was Chesbrough (2003) who
introduced the umbrella term open innovation. Researchers are debating the nature of the open innovation
paradigm, attempting to understand its determinants (Lazzarotti et al., 2017) and how open innovation activities
positively or negatively affect success, which is measured in various different ways (Hossain & Kauranen,
2016).
Open innovation is both a multi-faceted phenomenon (Randhawa et al., 2016) and a multi-level phenomenon
(Bogers et al., 2017). Open innovation literature continues to grow at an increasing speed. The number of open
innovation-related terms is increasing, many of the terms are overlapping, and some definitions are inconsistent.
All this increases the complexity of the terms and their relationships. There is a need to clarify the situation.
2. The Objective of the Article
The objective of this article is to present a metaphor concerning the terminology of open innovation. This
metaphor will help both academics and practitioners in getting a deeper understanding of the terms and their
relationships in this emerging field. An electrical circuit is used as the metaphor and the following open
innovation terms are included: inbound open innovation, outbound open innovation, sequential coherence,
dynamic innovation capabilities, knowledge flow, absorptive capacity, organizational inertia, and innovation
performance. A corresponding term for each one of these open innovation terms is given in the metaphor.
This new metaphor is significant to open innovation research in three ways. Firstly, to our best of knowledge this
is the first ever published metaphor in the open innovation domain. If not, this must still be one of the early
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attempts. Secondly, our metaphor is unique as it uses natural science phenomena to explain a social science
phenomenon. Thirdly, we anticipate that effective use of a metaphor will attract future researchers to use
metaphors in theory development and the analysis of complex social systems.
3. What Is Open Innovation?
Open innovation is understood as the systematic encouragement and exploration of a wide range of internal and
external sources of innovative opportunities, the integration of this exploration with firm capabilities and
resources, and the exploitation of these opportunities through multiple channels (West & Gallagher, 2006).
Participating in open innovation using inflows and outflows of knowledge has become an important premise for a
successful organization (Sekliuckiene et al., 2016). Open innovation is in receipt of wide attention of academics
as it seems to have a significant impact on organizational performance (Kim et al., 2015; Chesbrough & Tucci,
2020) as a winning strategy (Ahn et al., 2016). The benefits of open innovation include sales growth (Rubera et
al., 2016; Cheng & Huizingh, 2014; Chaston, 2013), increased competitiveness (Al-Belushi et al., 2015), a
decrease in production costs (Noh, 2015), higher invention quality (Walsh et al., 2016), and employee job
satisfaction (Lee et al., 2014). In order to improve innovation performance, firms are increasingly acquiring
technological knowledge from external sources, a key strategic approach in open innovation (Bianchi et al., 2015).
4. What Is a Metaphor?
A metaphor is defined as a word or phrase applied to an object or concept that it does not literally denote in order
to make a comparison with the other object or concept under consideration (Ortony, 1979). Metaphors are
especially useful in understanding concepts in social science and theory development (Hunt & Menon, 1995).
Systematic metaphor analysis is considered as a method of qualitative research (Schmitt, 2005). Scholars and
practitioners rely on metaphors to gain a deeper understanding of various domains (Morgan & Reichert, 1999).
Metaphors may not provide a perfect fit to the actual situation being analyzed. In order to reap the benefits, the
use of metaphors can offer, one should not concentrate on judging the suitability of a metaphor. Instead, one
should try to examine the metaphor to see hitherto unseen perspectives on the problem or situation being
analyzed. Metaphors can be used to perform a variety of analyses (Palmer & Dunford, 1996) as they can
facilitate and further our understanding (Cornelissen et al., 2008), trigger new avenues for analysis, and surface
new relationships. As regards to terms and their relationships in a field, metaphors have the power to connect
various terms together in order to illuminate the big picture.
5. A Novel Metaphor
In our metaphor, an open innovation system corresponds to an electrical circuit. With this metaphor, we can
easily connect and understand important regularly-used terms in the open innovation domain by thinking through
the metaphor.
In accordance to the objective of this study, a novel metaphor concerning the terminology of open innovation is
presented in Figure 1. An electrical circuit is used in the metaphor. The regularly used open innovation terms
namely inbound open innovation, outbound open innovation, sequential coherence, dynamic innovation
capabilities, knowledge flow, absorptive capacity, and organizational inertia are included in the metaphor.

Figure 1. A novel metaphor concerning the terminology of open innovation. An electrical circuit is used in the
metaphor
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Knowledge available within an external entity can be routed to a focal firm through inbound open innovation
activities (Hung & Chou, 2013; Naqshbandi et al., 2016). Similarly, knowledge inside the company can be
commercialized through outbound open innovation activities (Hung & Chou, 2013; Cassiman & Valentini, 2016;
Huizingh, 2011). Such knowledge flows correspond to the current flowing through an electrical circuit. Inbound
open innovation activities and outbound open innovation activities, which are the drivers and enabling factors
(Galati et al., 2016), act as the input and output terminals respectively. Inbound open innovation enables an
organization to explore the external knowledge sourced from outside the firm in order to create competitive
advantage (Hung & Chou, 2013; Bianchi et al., 2011; Naqshbandi et al., 2016; Zincir & Rus, 2019; Sivam et al.,
2019; De Beule & Van Beveren, 2019).
Open innovation is about the knowledge flows of an organization. In our metaphor, the knowledge flow in a firm
corresponds to the current (I) in an electrical circuit:
current = knowledge flow.
Organizational inertia is another concept frequently cited and tested by researchers in the open innovation
domain. Organizational inertia refers to the inertia within the organization that prevents and discourages change
(Wong-MingJi & Millette, 2002). Insufficient adaptation to changes in the environment can be detrimental to the
organization (Hannan & Freeman, 1984). In our metaphor, organizational inertia corresponds to the resistance (R)
of the circuit:
resistance = organizational inertia.
Voltage (V) is the pressure from the power source of an electrical circuit that creates an electrical current by
pushing charged particles, like electrons, through a conducting loop. The terms voltage and electrical potential
difference are often used interchangeably. Electrical potential difference is the potential energy difference
between two points in a circuit.
In our metaphor, voltage corresponds to the pressure created at the boundaries known as sequential coherence, as
shown in Figure 1. Sequential coherence refers to the reciprocal result of the pushing effects induced by
individuals of a teaching firm and the pulling effects induced by individuals of a learning firm that enables
knowledge to flow across the boundaries of firms (Yapa et al, 2019 A). Sequential coherence is measured
through the willingness and ability of the participants of teacher firm and the preparedness and ability of the
participants from the student firm respectively (Yapa et al., 2019 B). Dynamic innovation capabilities are the
abilities of an organization to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competencies in order to
meet the demands of a rapidly changing environment (Teece et al., 1997). Following the work of Zollo and
Winter (2002), Cheng and Chen (2013) described dynamic innovation capabilities as those hard-to-transfer and
hard-to-imitate innovation capabilities that firms use to develop, integrate, and reconfigure existing and new
resources and capabilities. In our metaphor dynamic innovation capabilities correspond to admittance.
Admittance (Y) refers to the circuit elements’ allowance of the flow of current. We see this intentional tolerance
as the reason for the flexibility and robustness in the circuit in relation to accommodating fluctuations of input
conditions.
Thus, in our metaphor voltage corresponds to sequential coherence.
voltage = sequential coherence
The corresponding term for dynamic innovation capabilities is admittance:
admittance = dynamic innovation capabilities.
Absorptive capacity plays a vital role in the innovation activities of an organization (Lane et al., 2006; Cui et al.,
2018). Cohen and Levinthal (1990) described absorptive capacity as the ability of an organization to recognize
the value of external knowledge, assimilate it, and apply it for commercial ends. The external knowledge inflows
of a firm influence innovations indirectly through absorptive capacity (De Zubielqui et al., 2016). In our metaphor,
absorptive capacity corresponds to the conductivity of an electrical circuit. Conductivity (σ) and resistance (R)
are the two sides of the same coin. They are inversely related. By strengthening its absorptive capacity, an
organization can overcome organizational inertia (Godkin, 2010). Similarly, Cheng, and Chen (2013) use the
concepts of absorptive capacity and organizational inertia to describe dynamic innovation capabilities.
The higher the voltage difference is and the better the conductivity is, the higher the current flowing through an
electrical circuit is. The absorptive capacity of a firm corresponds to conductivity here. Escribano et al. (2009)
argue that organizations with higher levels of absorptive capacity can manage external knowledge flows more
efficiently and stimulate innovations. Absorptive capacity is a pre-condition for an organization internalizing the
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external knowledge coming through inbound open innovation activities (Kim et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2015;
Spithoven, 2010). A firm’s absorptive capacity determines the extent to which extramural knowledge is utilized
(Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). Thus, in our metaphor conductivity corresponds to absorptive capacity:
conductivity = absorptive capacity.
The equation I = V/R and the open innovation metaphor
Ohm’s law states that the current through a conductor between two points is directly proportionate to the voltage
across the two points, provided that the resistance is constant. The equation is I = V/R. The metaphorical
interpretation is that the knowledge flow is directly proportional to the pressure created by sequential coherence
when organizational inertia remains constant.
In the literature, the relationship between absorptive capacity and organizational inertia is not well explored.
Hedberg and Wolf (2003) argued that absorptive capacity can be limited by organizational inertia. It is
interesting how well the new metaphor can increase our understanding of this relationship. In the metaphor,
absorptive capacity corresponds to conductance and organizational inertia to resistance. In an electrical circuit,
higher conductivity means lower resistance and vice versa. Correspondingly, in an organization, higher
absorptive capacity means lower organizational inertia. Furthermore, higher organizational inertia, or in other
words reluctance to accommodate change, can hinder the absorptive capacity of a firm.
6. Ambidexterity in Innovation
An ambidextrous firm is capable of striking a balance between exploring external knowledge and exploiting
internal knowledge. Such firms are more likely to record superior performance compared to an organization
selecting one at the expense of the other (Thushman & O’Reilly, 1996). Although, making both inbound and
outbound open innovation work for an organization simultaneously is challenging, it can ensure smooth
knowledge flows, leading to better performance (Cassiman & Valentini, 2015).
A ground path facilitated by diodes, varistors, and gas discharge tubes is a common feature in electrical circuits.
With a ground path, any excessive voltage can be grounded before it damages the circuit, any connected devices,
or people. How does this correspond to the open innovation setting? Too much information is harmful (Himma,
2007). It can lead to stress and fatigue among employees and the failure of the system to produce the expected
results (Lee et al., 2016). Knowledge repositories, archival systems, and the discard of unnecessary information
are some useful management practices that managers may use. These correspond to various types of diodes,
varistors, and gas discharge tubes in the ground path of an electrical circuit.
7. What Else Can We Learn from This Metaphor?
Open innovation demonstrates how firms intentionally open up innovation processes in order to acquire
knowledge and to collaborate (Chesbrough, 2003; Naqshbandi, 2016; Remneland-Wikhamn & Wikhamn, 2011).
Switching plays a vital role in an electrical circuit. Switching ensures the proper functionalities that are expected
from the circuit. In the metaphor, switching is understood to correspond to coordination, an elementary function
of managers. Coordination is defined as managing interdependencies (Malone & Crowston, 1994; Crowston,
1997; Sinha & Van de Ven, 2005; Slepinov et al., 2014) and this area needs more exploration in open innovation.
Component compatibility and interoperability are important in building and managing electrical circuits. This
corresponds to the case of managing an effective open innovation system (Maxwell, 2006; Gasser & Palfrey,
2007; de Mattos et al., 2018).
An organization can simply act as a conductor or a super conductor in an innovation network without any returns
to the organization itself. The organization simply acts as a bridge in the knowledge flow. High conductance of
an electrical circuit can ensure efficient power transmission. Correspondingly, in a network of organizations, the
focal firm can grasp knowledge and route it to another organization with no distortions. Is it worth the trouble?
Therefore, we suggest that alignment of goals, interests, and culture between partner firms is important for better
performance in open innovation. Understanding the necessity of proper alignment and coordination among each
and every organization is another point emanating from the new metaphor. In addressing synergy gains and
knowledge spillover in open innovation, the new metaphor can bring useful insights.
How to reduce organizational inertia is another concern in open innovation activities. The corresponding term for
organizational inertia in our metaphor is resistance. The domain literature pertaining to physics and engineering
suggests why resistance goes up and ways to address this, such as changing the length of the conductor, the
material composition, the area of the cross section, and the temperature. This suggests to us the necessity to pay
attention to the organizational structure, selection, job design, and the allocation of work in order to reduce
organizational inertia.
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The resistance of metallic conductors will increase with an increase in temperature, making the conductivity
decrease. In order to increase conductivity, the current flow and voltage have to be regulated. In the metaphor,
temperature can be assumed to correspond to the activity level of an organization. In accordance, a higher activity
level makes the place busy and heated up. Correspondingly, in the metaphor, an increase in workload may increase
organizational inertia, reducing the absorptive capacity of the firm. When the motive is to see an increase in
absorptive capacity, the management may attempt to influence absorptive capacity through knowledge flow, which
corresponds to electric current, and aligning it with technology push and market push, which correspond to
voltage.
Feedback loops are common in electrical circuits. Feedback loops are a way of ensuring the self-alignment of the
system. Correspondingly, in knowledge flows, having a feedback system is essential (Rubenstein-Montano et al.,
2001). Feedback systems enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of an open innovation network.
8. Connecting the Metaphor to Innovation Performance
In analyzing open innovation, one of the most tested dependent variables has been innovation performance (Ahn
et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2016; Belussi et al., 2010; Bianchi et al., 2015; Cassiman & Valentini, 2016;
Seyfettinoglu, 2016). Innovation performance has been measured by process and product innovations (Greco et
al., 2016; Laursen & Salter, 2006), incremental and radical innovations (Gassmann, 2006), revenue (Caputo et al.,
2016; Chaston, 2013), and profits (Faems, 2010; Mazzola et al., 2016). In our metaphor, innovation performance
corresponds to the power (W) of an electrical circuit. The equation W = VI describes the relationship between
power, voltage, and electric current. Correspondingly, in our metaphor, the innovation performance of an
organization is a function of two variables. Firstly, the boundary conditions created by sequential coherence that
facilitate knowledge flow across the organizational boundaries. Secondly, the knowledge flow within the
organization, which is influenced by absorptive capacity and organizational inertia of the organization.
What will happen if we continue to increase the admittance of an electrical circuit? For an example, let us
consider replacing a 60 W bulb in a simple circuit with a 100 W bulb. The 100 W bulb will glow brighter than
the 60 W bulb did. This represents an increase in performance. Will the performance keep on increasing if we
keep on increasing the admittance? No, performance will eventually reach a maximum level and then
performance will drop as the light bulbs or other parts of the electrical circuit cannot handle the corresponding
increased current. The electrical circuit eventually completely fails. In our metaphor, admittance corresponds
to dynamic innovation capabilities. Cheng and Chen (2013) have suggested that dynamic innovation capabilities
show an inverted U-shaped relationship with innovation performance. These corresponding relationships provide
further evidence of the effectiveness of our metaphor in creating a deeper understanding of open innovation.
9. Future Research Opportunities
This study is preliminary and explorative in nature. It offers an ample source for future research studies. Bogers et
al. (2017) have emphasized the importance of examining the effectiveness of open innovation in terms of
innovation performance and overall firm performance. How to maximize efficiency is a new topic for open
innovation research (Greco et al., 2017; Bogers et al., 2019). The domains of physics and electrical engineering
use a wide array of terms when measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of entities such as devices,
components, and systems. We believe that our metaphor can assist future researchers exploring the topics of the
efficiency and effectiveness of open innovation by using analogies in those domains.
The reconceptualization of absorptive capacity by Zahra and George (2002) introduced four dimensions:
acquisition, assimilation, transformation, and exploitation. Acquisition and assimilation that attempt to leverage
the firm’s ability to receive and recognize external knowledge represent potential absorptive capacity.
Transformation and exploitation that attempt to leverage the absorbed knowledge represent realized absorptive
capacity. Existing theories and frameworks have limitations when explaining why there can be a gap between
potential and realized absorptive capacities and how to bridge this gap where it exists. The new metaphor may
provide us with clues regarding these issues. Another unexplained or less researched area is the mobility of
knowledge across the four listed areas of absorptive capacity.
Dahlander and Gann (2010) used the term permeability in explaining different situation-dependent levels of
openness in open innovation. The way of how different types of permeability—such as apparent, absolute, and
intrinsic permeability—influence conductance is researched in various disciplines of science. Absorptive capacity
is represented by conductance in our metaphor. It can be further studied through permeability perspectives in
science by future researchers in order to bring new insights for open innovation researchers and practitioners.
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10. Conclusion
This article presents a metaphor concerning the terminology of open innovation. This metaphor helps both
academics and practitioners in getting a deeper understanding of the terms and their relationships in this
emerging field. An electrical circuit is used as the metaphor. Table 1 lists the terms used in the metaphor of an
electrical circuit and their corresponding terms in open innovation. The terms are listed in alphabetical order.
Table 1. The terms used in the metaphor of an electrical circuit and their corresponding terms in open innovation.
The terms are listed in alphabetical order
Terms used in the metaphor of an electrical circuit

Corresponding terms in open innovation

Admittance

Dynamic innovation capabilities

Conductance

Absorptive capacity

Current

Knowledge flow

Input terminal

Inbound open innovation practices

Output terminal

Outbound open innovation practices

Power

Innovation performance

Resistance

Organizational inertia

Voltage

Sequential coherence

According to Hunt and Menon (1995), metaphors are theoretically rich if the source discipline has a large body of
models and theories. Tourangeau and Sternberg (1982) state that a greater distance between the domains can lead
to a better-quality metaphor. As our metaphor comes from the disciplines of physics and engineering, we thus
deem this metaphor has good grounds for increasing our understanding of the terms used in open innovation and
the relationships that the terms have.
A new metaphor can offer novel, fresh insights into the patterns of interrelationships (Hunt & Menon, 1995), which
have not been captured by extant frameworks in the open innovation domain. Readers should note that metaphors
have their inherent weaknesses and limitations. However, due to the complex nature of interdependencies in
open innovation (Lopez & Carvalho, 2018) we attempted to best explain key concepts in the domain, their
inter-relationships, and their impacts on innovation performance by using the metaphor of an electrical circuit.
The analysis also provides some practical insights for managers.
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